ONE PIPE NEWS
BECOME YOUR OWN RED PILL PUBLISHER.

SOMETIMES getting information out to the public
takes rebel thinking.

1 inch drill bit for 3/4'' pipe
3/4'' inch drill bit for 1/2'' pipe
Shopping centers- sidewalks
Downtown sidewalks
The legality of sign placement is a bit questionable since you posting on public and other property. But
not the first amendment for WHAT you post. Another word about the first amendment. You may want
to actually the full text of it on what you post. A recent story of a man who posted, “IT'S OKAY TO BE
WHITE”, around an American city on plain paper with Scotch tape had the main street media triggered.
Had he actually put the text of the first amendment on the bottom, they would have to descry their
aversion to the first amendment.

Installing at your selected locations.
Bus stops- edge of sidewalk in the dirt. This is faster and less noisy.
Replace as some may be taken away for the scrap value of the pipe or city workers.
The minimum tools you will need.
The minimum materials you will need.
masking tape.

Additional materials to consider.
Have a cabinet shop make the plywood if you don't have the skills and tools to cut the wood. It adds to
the expense but still cheaper than buying the tools and maybe losing a finger if you don't know how to
use them.
Other tools you will need.
Hammer Drill brands and types
How often you post something new is up to you. Once a week is our recommendation
Laminate your creations. Use plastic. But we also found that spraying both side with clear acrylic
works for the week or so for regular print paper. Over time the process takes less maintenance.
What size to make you plywood.
10 inches wide, 16 inches high for legal size paper. (Recommended)
10 inches wide, 12 inches high for standard size paper.
Mounting to existing sign posts. This is slightly a different strategy for more urban areas.
**This is not a complete program of how to go about this. Use your own creativity in what and where
you post ONE PIPE NEWS.

